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Preservice teachers were able to find meaningful
opportunities to learn, even with mentors whose
practices did not reflect the university’s vision of effective
and equitable science instruction. Novices’ professional
agency, coupled with structural supports and mentors’
openness, allowed them to find ways to bridge gaps
between university and placement practices.
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ABSTRACT
The clinical experience of preservice teachers can provide rich
opportunities for them to learn about the work of teaching, but for many
novices the opportunities are more limited because their host classroom
does not reflect the type of instruction that they learn in their university
coursework. Without these opportunities, preservice teachers (PSTs)
may not get to apply, experiment with, and internalize the researchbased teaching practices they are trained with. To address this challenge,
this chapter looks at how the teacher education program, novice’s
professional agency, and mentor openness can work together to open up
new learning opportunities for teacher candidates facing the “two-worlds
pitfall.” We interviewed and surveyed 63 teacher candidates throughout
their clinical placement. Based on their reports, we coded the placement
for its congruence with the PST’s university coursework. For candidates
in low congruence placements, we analyzed their learning opportunities
over time and the role of the three factors (university structures, PST
agency, and mentor openness) in creating those opportunities. We use
the story of three preservice teachers to illustrate how the factors can
work in isolation but can also work together to create more frequent and
more meaningful opportunities to learn how to teach with effective and
equitable practices. Teacher education programs, teacher candidates,
and mentor teachers all have a role to play in preparing teachers
who are ready to work in high-need classrooms. As such, we have
recommendations for how all three groups can create opportunities to
learn about teaching during the clinical placement, even when the host
classroom and the university are not fully aligned.
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Introduction

T

he clinical experience of preservice teachers (PSTs1)
has been called the “holy grail of teacher education,”
preparing future teachers through opportunities to

plan and teach with the guidance of an experienced educator,
and giving them the chance to try out teaching practices
on their own (Darling-Hammond, 2014).
However, the clinical experience has also been described as a time of lost
opportunities due to lack of modeling, limited feedback from mentors,
and few chances to try out what is learned in coursework (Anderson &
Stillman, 2010; Valencia et al., 2009). Clearly there is a gap between
the potential of the clinical experience and the reality of what teacher
candidates actually experience.
Within one cohort of science PSTs, teacher candidates encounter a wide
range of teaching practices and views of students. Some novices work
with mentors who enact effective and equitable science teaching that
foregrounds students’ diverse ideas, practices, and ways of thinking,
reflecting the teaching practices that are espoused by the TEP. Meanwhile,
other PSTs in the same program may experience environments contrary
to the vision of their university training, where students are positioned as
receivers and reproducers of established knowledge. In classrooms like
the latter, many teacher candidates struggle with incongruence between
the two worlds—their university coursework and their experiences in
the field. Scholars have named this problem the “two-worlds pitfall”
(Anagnostopoulos et al., 2007; Braaten, 2019; Feiman-Nemser &
Buchmann, 1985; Grossman et al., 2011). In these low congruence

1

For the purpose of this paper, we use the terms preservice teacher (PST), teacher candidate,
and novice interchangeably.
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classrooms, teacher candidates tend to have limited opportunities to plan
and teach compared to their counterparts in more aligned classrooms
(Windschitl et al., 2020, 2021). The clinical experience should provide
PSTs with opportunities to grow as effective educators; however, in low
congruence placements, many PSTs become frustrated by contradictory
messages about high-quality teaching, inconsistent expectations about
their work, and barriers they encounter while trying to enact teaching
practices endorsed by the university.
Many PSTs find themselves in low congruence classrooms facing
additional challenges and pressures, but these circumstances do not
preclude productive learning opportunities in the field. Unfortunately,
little is known about how such opportunities arise. In a previous study
we identified factors that open up opportunities for PSTs to learn about
teaching during clinical placement: structural supports from teacher
education programs (TEPs), PSTs’ agency to influence their situations,
and mentor teachers’ openness to PST experimentation (Windschitl et al.,
2021). In this chapter we focus on PSTs in low congruence classrooms
to understand their struggles and, more importantly, explore how these
factors work together to create and enhance learning opportunities in
those environments. Specifically, we asked:
How do structural factors, PST agency, and mentor openness
work together to open up PSTs’ opportunities to learn in low
congruence classrooms?
By studying opportunities in low congruence placements, we hope to
identify ways to support PSTs’ learning, regardless of their placement’s
alignment with the university. In this chapter, we share stories of
three teacher candidates who were each in different low congruence
placements to illustrate how the factors worked together and created
opportunities in their different contexts.
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Conceptual Framework
PSTs’ Opportunities to Learn About Teaching
We are interested in PSTs’ opportunities in the field that build toward
independent and effective teaching. Opportunities to learn are defined
as the affordances of a setting for changing learners’ participation
in communities of practice that engage in the collective process of
learning (Greeno & Gresalfi, 2008). We especially focus on three
kinds of opportunities for PSTs to shift their participation in teaching:
1) opportunities for active and purposeful planning, teaching, and
assessing; 2) opportunities to get to know students; and 3) opportunities
to reflect on the work of teaching. These three categories reflect the
practical, relational, and reflective work of teaching.

Opportunities for Planning, Teaching, and Assessing
For teacher candidates, participating in planning, teaching, and assessing
in a real classroom provides a chance to apply and experiment with different
teaching practices, strategies, and theories. In these opportunities, PSTs
can take up a variety of roles, ranging from passive and peripheral, where
the PST primarily observes the work of the mentor, to active and central,
where the PST takes the lead directing classroom learning. TABLE 1
lists examples of opportunities to learn across planning, teaching, and
assessment (Windschitl et al., 2020, 2021). In an idealized trajectory,
PSTs’ role in shaping classroom activity progressively advances from
peripheral to central as they gain more insights from their experiences,
their mentor, and their interactions with students (Cochran-Smith et al.,
2015; Lave & Wenger, 1991). Simultaneously, the mentor’s role moves
from that of calibrator toward that of coach (Lipton-Wellman, 2013).
We conceptualize learning as shifts in participation over time, and so
when the PST tried out new, more significant roles in the classroom, we
classified this as opening up learning opportunities.
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TABLE 1

Examples of Opportunities to Learn About
Planning, Teaching, and Assessing
Planning

• Observing the mentor plan
• Tweaking the mentor’s plans without changing the intellectual work
of students
• Substantively co-planning with the mentor to create or re-design lessons
• Taking the lead in planning a whole lesson or lesson segment
• Taking the lead in planning a lesson series or unit

Teaching

• Observing the mentor teach
• Observing the mentor teach a class and then teaching a similar lesson
or segment of the lesson to a subsequent class period
• Chipping in and checking in with students during a lesson the
mentor teaches
• Substantively co-teaching, sharing responsibility for leading the class,
supporting learning in small groups, and/or enabling differentiation
• Taking the lead in teaching a lesson or segment of the lesson

Assessing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making minor modifications to assessment items
Substantively modifying assessment items
Designing assessment items
Grading student work
Providing feedback
Analyzing student thinking
Using assessments to modify instruction

The opportunities above reflect how PSTs’ level of involvement in the
classroom can shift over time. Changes in the type of instruction that
PSTs enact can also reflect new opportunities to learn. For example, PSTs
in a low congruence placement may regularly be able to lead lessons,
but if the type of teaching shifts from lectures that focus on knowledge
transfer to a series of lessons that support student sensemaking,
it reflects a new type of opportunity to learn because the novice’s
participation in effective and equitable science teaching changed. The
types of instruction that we used to signal meaningful opportunities
were based on widely cited consensus documents in science education
(NRC, 2012, 2007; NASEM, 2019) and consisted of four major themes
(see Windschitl et al., 2020, for more information). First, lessons are
connected across a unit and contextualized in complex phenomena that
158
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embody “big science ideas.” Second, classroom activities are oriented
around supporting students’ sensemaking of science ideas through rich
discourse opportunities that leverage students’ interests. Third, students
engage in purposeful self-directed disciplinary work to construct and
revise their ideas and explanations of phenomena. Finally, there are
diverse assessment practices for gauging students’ developing ideas and
ongoing thinking, and teachers provide feedback and modify instruction
to help students reflect on and develop their understanding. Enacting
this type of classroom activity during the clinical placement represents
an opportunity for PSTs to learn because they become better prepared
to implement it in their own future classrooms. In low congruence
classrooms, this type of teaching is not the norm, and so understanding
when and how PSTs try it out in those contexts is critical to supporting
novices experiencing the two-worlds pitfall.

Opportunities for Getting to Know Students
To engage in equitable and effective teaching also requires relational
work as teachers get to know their students and school community
(Moll et al., 1992; Grossman et al., 2009; National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards, 2014). This knowledge informs and affects novices’
attempts at planning and teaching during the clinical experience and
equips them to attend to students’ ideas and identities in their own
future classroom (McLaughlin & Calabrese Barton, 2013). Getting to
know students can take many forms. For instance, PSTs can learn about
students as individuals from the very beginning of the placement, starting
with memorizing student names. The learning process can continue
as PSTs talk with students about their lives and experiences, attend
after-school events, and create ongoing opportunities for students to
share. Likewise, novices can better understand students as learners
by reading student files (such as Individualized Education Program or
504 documents), talking to faculty, or using surveys and conversations
to gather students’ perspectives on their learning and participation. To
understand the community that students come from, teacher candidates
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can take intentional steps to explore the neighborhood, talk to others in
and outside the school who have a deeper understanding of the context,
and participate in community events. Ultimately, a range of opportunities
to get to know students and their community are necessary in order for
PSTs to learn how to effectively support students. As such, it is important
that we better understand how these opportunities come about for
teacher candidates.

Opportunities for Studying the Work of Teaching
The teaching profession requires ongoing learning, noticing, and
reflecting, and so novices’ opportunities to study the work of teaching
are key to developing novices’ interpretive power and professional vision
as they make sense of classroom activity and students’ ideas (McDonald,
2016; Rosebery et al., 2015). The clinical placement provides unique ways
to study teaching because PSTs share a classroom with an experienced
professional. This presents opportunities to thoughtfully observe, receive
feedback, or co-think about plans, classroom practice, and student ideas.
For instance, a PST observing a lesson could intentionally examine the
teaching moves made by the mentor and note how and which students
responded. As PSTs become more involved in the classroom, they may
shift toward reflecting on their own practice during debriefs with the
mentor. Although studies of mentor feedback often report lackluster
experiences, there is consensus that it has the potential to shape PSTs’
ways of thinking about teaching and learning (Valencia, 2009; Anderson
& Stillman, 2010; Hoffman et al., 2015). Opportunities to practice a
reflective stance, with or without the mentor, prepare teacher candidates
for the ongoing reflection and attunement to student ideas that is
necessary for equitable and effective teaching.
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Factors That Create and Enhance
Opportunities to Learn
Based on our previous work, we selected three factors that can create
and enhance opportunities for PSTs to learn about and try effective and
equitable instruction in the field placement: Structural factors including
university assignments and credentialing requirements, PSTs’ agency,
and mentors’ openness to PSTs’ experimentation. FIGURE 1 illustrates the
factors and the potential interconnectedness among them. Before we
dive into PSTs’ stories, we briefly explain what we mean by these terms.
FIGURE 1

Factors That Can Create and Enhance Opportunities to Learn

Note. Revised from Windschitl et al., 2021.
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TEP Structural Factors That Promote Opportunities
As part of their practice-based teacher education, the university’s TEP
has a major role in the frequency and type of work that PSTs do during
the clinical placement. Candidates in low congruence placements may
face challenges and frustrations when they encounter the two-worlds
pitfall, but university requirements and supports can help them recognize
and bridge this divide. TEP influences are made visible in required
assignments, performance assessments like the educative Teacher
Performance Assessment (edTPA), and, in the case of our study, optional
resources that promote opportunities to learn.
University assignments can provide new opportunities for PSTs because
they identify specific, required roles for the novice and set expectations
for the type of teaching that should be attempted. For many PSTs in
low congruence placements, assignments were the primary source
of opportunities to take the lead in teaching or planning (Windschitl
et al., 2020). Assignments can act as boundary objects that support
dyad conversations about the differences that exist between the two
worlds (Braaten, 2019) and can be entry points for PSTs to try out
methods learned in university coursework, especially when assignments
accommodate a variety of field placement contexts (Hebard, 2016;
Canipe & Gunckel, 2019). Similarly, required observations by university
supervisors and the accompanying debrief conversations can lead to
opportunities for the PST to take on a new role or try a new strategy
(Borko & Mayfield, 1995).
Like course assignments, credentialing requirements such as edTPA
can create unique opportunities for PSTs to take on new classroom
roles, try out different practices, and reflect on their teaching. The highstakes requirements explicitly name the type of planning, teaching,
and assessing that the novice should include, and candidates must
provide evidence that they meet the criteria (SCALE, 2018). The edTPA
(along with similar performance assessments) has been recognized as
a learning tool for PSTs. The experience of completing the edTPA and its
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reflections has been found to increase PSTs’ understanding of their own
instructional practices, the importance of knowing their students, and the
connection between teaching, planning, and assessment (Chung, 2008;
Paugh et al., 2018; Darling-Hammond, 2014). Additionally, the edTPA
creates protected space for PSTs to try out new practices, especially for
those facing the two-worlds pitfall (Lohwasser et al., 2021). Regardless
of the type of classroom PSTs are in, TEP expectations and requirements
shape the roles and work novices take up during the clinical placement
and can create unique opportunities.

PSTs’ Agency to Create Opportunities
Even when PSTs find themselves in classrooms where teaching practices
don’t look like what they learned in their university coursework, they can
take action by requesting chances to try something new, engaging with
students in a different way, or asking questions about mentors’ plans.
Attending to PSTs’ agency—intentional efforts to influence circumstances
or “make a difference”—helps us understand how novices learn in
situations where they must constantly negotiate their authority to try
out new roles and teaching strategies (Hokkä et al., 2017). Because
agency can encompass any actions a PST may endeavor to take (or not
take), we focused on instances of professional agency, in which PSTs
influence, make choices about, and take stances on their work and workrelated identities (Eteläpelto et al., 2013). PSTs’ professional agency
takes many forms, including trying out new ways of doing things, asking
the mentor for support, or making suggestions for revising existing
practices. Professional agency may also challenge the status quo through
requesting justification of mentor decisions, pushing back on informal
curriculum policies, or questioning what others define as possible in
classrooms (Fenwick & Somerville, 2006). (See APPENDIX, TABLE A for
more detail on different forms of agency as well as nonexamples).
As both novices to the profession and guests in the mentor teacher’s
classroom, PSTs experience a twofold power asymmetry that makes it
challenging to act with agency in field placements. While there are studies
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showing instances of PSTs enacting agency to make their pedagogy
more student-centered, critically conscious, and challenging than that
of their mentors or department peers (e.g., Braaten & Sheth, 2017;
Larkin, 2020; Milner, 2010; Windschitl et al., 2021), PSTs’ choices often
are complicated by pressures to conform to expectations and require
taking calculated risks (e.g., Edwards, 2007; Soslau et al., 2019). These
challenges are particularly significant in low congruence classrooms.
In a previous study, we found that even though PSTs experiencing the
two-worlds divide had a similar frequency of agentic acts compared
to their peers in high-congruence placements, the enactments were
qualitatively different (Windschitl et al., 2021). For example, the ways
PSTs extended normative classroom practices varied greatly if the
mentor primarily relied on lecture-based instruction compared to wholeclass sensemaking discussions. To support future PSTs in navigating
these complex tensions and creating meaningful opportunities, we
need to better understand real-world examples of the agentic activities
that novices engage in, especially in classrooms where opportunities to
try out high quality practices are more limited and are counter to the
classroom culture.

Mentors’ Openness That Fosters Opportunities
Even though mentor teachers in low congruence classrooms do not
regularly demonstrate aspects of effective and equitable instruction
for their PSTs, there are ways they can create and extend productive
opportunities for novices to learn. Mentors’ openness to teacher
candidates’ expansion of roles in the classroom can effectively facilitate
opportunities to try out ambitious instruction (Kang, 2021; Windschitl
et al., 2021). Mentor teachers who are supportive of PSTs’ experimentation
encourage them to make decisions about what they want to try out,
implement those decisions, and reflect on them, even if they are different
from the mentors’ usual ways of teaching (Kang, 2021).
Mentor teachers’ willingness to expand their own practices also plays
an important role in creating opportunities for PSTs (Edwards, 2005;
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LaBoskey & Richert, 2002). Mentors who position themselves as
learners of principles and practices advocated by university programs
and acknowledge teacher candidates’ strengths often try to learn from
their novice partners by not only encouraging them to try out new
things but also incorporating those as part of their classroom routines
(Hoffman et al., 2015). With mentors’ openness and willingness to learn,
classrooms become a better place for novices to experiment with and
improve their instruction.
While independent studies have looked at the roles of these three
factors—TEP structural factors, PST agency, and mentors’ openness—
there is scant literature on how they work together in the real world.
Because these elements rarely operate independently, we chose to look
closely at cases that illustrate the relationships between them.

Methods
Context of the Larger Study and Participants
Using a mixed-method multi-case approach (Creswell, 2012), we collected
both survey and interview data from a total of 50 preservice secondary
science teachers from four different teacher education programs at
research universities in the western and northwestern United States.
These graduate-level programs lasted between 13 and 15 months and
used the edTPA, or a comparable requirement, to assess readiness
to teach (SCALE, 2018). Each of the programs included extensive
coursework, observations, and student teaching that predominantly took
place in high-need school districts in urban, rural, and suburban schools.
Methods and assessment classes were designed around the Ambitious
Science Teaching framework (Windschitl et al., 2018; Stroupe et al.,
2020), drawing from the recommendations in widely cited consensus
documents, with a focus on student sensemaking and equity in science
teaching (NRC, 2012, 2007; NASEM, 2019).
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For candidates in this study, the field placement is concurrent with some
or all of their coursework at the university. Assignments were similar
across the TEPs and included increasingly longer and more independent
experiences of planning and teaching. For example, at University 2, PSTs
were initially required to plan, record, and reflect on a lesson that included
a whole-class sensemaking conversation. A few months later these PSTs
were asked to teach a “mini-unit” of instruction that included eliciting
students’ initial ideas about a phenomenon through modeling, another
whole-class sensemaking conversation, and eventually students’ revision
of the models. Assignments at other universities were comparable, with
PSTs creating lesson plans using either original material or adapting
plans from their mentor and teaching the lessons to at least one class
period for increasing lengths during the year. Other assignments across
universities included giving exit tickets, interviewing students, and
talking to other faculty and staff in the building. All PSTs in the study also
completed credentialing requirements, with the three focal participants
completing the edTPA. For these requirements, they implemented a
multi-day learning segment that reflects the cycle of planning, teaching,
and assessment with a focus on students’ learning needs (SCALE, 2018).
As part of this study, we regularly sent all candidates and their mentors
additional resources during the clinical experience. These resources
suggested activities for the PST and mentor to do together and were
designed to support their work as partners. At the beginning of the
year the dyads received trajectories that outlined their work across
the categories of planning, teaching, assessment, and getting to know
the students, school, and community. Other resources included a
“Professional Roommate Conversation” that provided questions to
discuss with each other at the start of the year and “Feedback Index
Cards” that scaffolded lesson debriefs. Throughout the placement the
dyads also received regular email newsletters that highlighted mentoring
practices and recommended how dyads should work together at that
point in their trajectory. Prompts included “PSTs, visit other classrooms
if feasible to see how multiple teachers set up norms and routines” and
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“Mentors, make the thinking behind an upcoming lesson explicit to your
PST.” (For more information about mentoring practices, trajectories, and
resources, visit our website: mentorteachers.org.) Unlike the assignments
of edTPA, these materials were neither high stakes nor required, but the
dyads were encouraged by their professors and the researchers to try
out materials and recommendations.

Data Collection
Participants responded to nine online surveys during their clinical
placement, which began at the start of the school year and lasted 6 to 9
months. Data collection occurred during the 2018–2019 school year and
during in-person instruction for the 2019–2020 school year. Questions
focused on novices’ participation in the work of teaching over time
(e.g., observing planning, co-planning, or taking the lead in planning).
At four points during the clinical placement, we also conducted 1-hour
semi-structured interviews with each participant. We used their survey
responses and a standard set of questions to learn more about their
opportunities in the placement, how opportunities were initiated, and
the mentor’s typical practice. (Sample survey and interview questions
are provided in the APPENDIX .)

Identifying Low Congruence Placements
To define and measure congruence between the vision of science teaching
emphasized in PSTs’ university coursework and their host teachers’
instruction, we focused on the four dimensions of effective and equitable
science instruction that we introduced in the conceptual framework.
The four dimensions are: 1) contextualization and connectedness of
lessons, 2) opportunities for students to make sense of science ideas,
3) opportunities for students to engage in purposeful and self-directed
disciplinary work, and 4) the use of diverse assessment practices.
TABLE B (APPENDIX)

shows criteria used to characterize the congruence

of a science classroom (see Windschitl et al., 2020, for more information).
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We used PSTs’ descriptions of their mentor’s typical practice and
classroom culture to code each placement across the four dimensions
(aggregate scores ranged from 4 to 20). For this chapter we focus on
PSTs in lower congruence classrooms, where the prevailing norms and
practices scored between 4 and 12, the lower half of potential scores.
These classrooms mostly scored 1–3 for each category in the rubric, and
so lessons or units were usually not grounded in real-world contexts or
organically connected, activities were mostly focused on low cognitivedemand objectives, and students had little opportunity to make sense of
science concepts based on their own ideas and experiences. Additionally,
students did not have substantial chances to engage in disciplinary
work, and the classroom assessments mostly focused on reproducing
information and vocabulary.

Data Analysis
For this study we used a constant comparative approach (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967) to examine PSTs’ opportunities to learn in low congruence
placements. For each PST we coded the role of the three factors in their
opportunities to learn. Next, we identified three cases that represent
the larger sample and illustrate different relationships between the
factors and the type of teaching practices introduced. (See TABLE 2
for a summary of the three PSTs’ placements and primary opportunity
openers.) For these three cases, we identified events where the PST
reported a new opportunity to learn about teaching (i.e., new classroom
role, new opportunity to practice effective and equitable teaching, new
opportunity to get to know students, and new opportunities to study
the work of teaching). Next, we coded for which factor(s) prompted the
opportunity: TEP structural factors, PST agency, or mentor openness.
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TABLE 2

Information About Placements and Primary Opportunity
Openers for the Preservice Teachers
Name

University

High Needs
Placement

Joseph

University 1

No

Structural factors

Yichen

University 2

Yes

Structural factors, PST agency

Emily

University 1

Yes

Structural factors, PST agency,
mentor openness

Primary Opportunity Opener(s)

Note. High-need placement as defined in Section 201 of the Higher Education Act of 1965
(20 U.S.C. 1021).

Findings: How Do the Factors Work
Together to Create Opportunities?
To illustrate the different ways that agency, structural factors, and mentor
openness can work together to support learning opportunities, we have
selected three cases that take place in low congruence classrooms. First,
we introduce Joseph, whose university assignments and the edTPA (what
we call structural factors) provided him with opportunities to try out
ambitious science teaching in his placement. Next, we highlight Yichen,
who also used assignments to try out new things and took an agentic
role to go beyond what was required by the university. Finally, we look at
the experiences of Emily, who, unlike the other two cases, had a mentor
who was open to instructional experimentation with the PST. These
cases represent a range of ways PSTs could get extended opportunities
in their low congruence placements and show the value of a mentor
who welcomed experimentation, the potential of TEP resources and
assignments, and the ways the PST can act to support and advocate for
their own learning needs in the clinical placement.
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Joseph’s Story: University Assignments and
the edTPA Creating Opportunities to Learn
Joseph’s placement was a relatively small high school (less than 1,000
students) located in an affluent area in California, with a reputation of
high parent involvement. Joseph was a graduate of the school and a
former student of his mentor teacher, Brad. Brad taught 10th-grade
chemistry and had a highly organized routine for his lessons. His typical
90-minute lesson started with greeting the class and reviewing the
agenda for the day. Then he used a prerecorded video of himself to
give students instructions about how to engage in the lab of the day.
Examples of labs included students working in pairs to determine the
concentration of solutions using titrations or making 3D models of certain
molecules using kits.
While students had chances to manipulate materials and collect data,
they rarely had opportunities to collectively make sense of what their
observations meant or what arguments or explanations they could
generate or support with data. After collecting data in the lab, students
had 10–15 minutes of individual work time to document what they had
observed and learned from the lab. Brad and Joseph circulated around
the class to monitor students and ask them questions about their data
and interpretation. Assessments were composed of students’ individual
documentation and a performance grade for the lab. The class engaged
in this highly organized routine for most of the lessons, but connections
across labs or lessons were rarely made explicit for students.

Adhering to the Mentor’s Routines
Joseph at first reported getting along with Brad because he “knew him
already,” but as time went on, Joseph found it more difficult to work with
him. In his second interview, Joseph said that he believed that his mentor
was smart, but reported, “It’s often difficult to access the mechanics of
how he’s thinking, why he thinks that way.” Joseph said that he did not
want to push on that because it could be uncomfortable, and so the
mentor’s professional reasoning remained hidden. Additionally, Brad
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was not open to letting Joseph try out strategies from the university,
especially when they were different from his own typical ways of teaching.
Joseph reported that this was partly due to the high parent involvement
in the school community:
My mentor teacher was reluctant to let me fail, I think
because he was worried about parents emailing the school . . .
I get that, but I think that also can limit how much I can
experiment and try new things because he was always
worried about that angle.
Joseph’s opportunities to plan instruction did not go beyond tweaking
Brad’s lesson plans, with the exception of assignments. He did play
some substantial roles in co-teaching—mostly circulating to students’
lab groups. However, his teaching was bound strictly by Brad’s plans.
Joseph asked individual students routine questions, such as “What do
you see?” or “What do you think it means?” but did not have substantial
chances to support collective sensemaking or creation of arguments and
explanations. The only time that Joseph could go beyond this routine or
Brad’s boundaries was when he had to work on his university assignments
or during the edTPA.

University Requirements Creating Spaces for
Joseph to Engage in the Work of Teaching
University assignments and edTPA enabled Joseph to advocate for
opportunities to try out things that were “very different” from normal
without confronting his mentor’s resistance or challenging the status
quo himself. Joseph said that the university assignments, especially the
ones that asked him to plan and teach lesson segments or whole lessons
that aligned with the edTPA criteria, were “really very valuable” for him:
We did a series of assignments in our methods class that was
like a lesson sequence. It’s kind of like the edTPA. . . . That was
good because my mentor teacher was often very resistant to
doing weird things that were different. So instead of that being,
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“I’m asking if I can do this,” it’s more like, “I need to do this
for my program.”
Assignments were critical opportunity openers for Joseph because he felt
constrained by boundaries set by Brad but felt uncomfortable pushing
for opportunities by himself.
The university assignments provided two new kinds of opportunities for
Joseph. First, he could engage in the work of planning and teaching more
substantially with Brad. Before the assignments, Joseph did not have
chances to engage in planning lessons with his mentor, but he reported
that “because of those two assignments, yeah, I got to plan with him much
more extensively. Because we actually had to find a time to sit down and
look through this and see if it was going to work.”
Second, the assignments gave Joseph opportunities to try out teaching
that was more aligned with university and edTPA expectations. For
example, one of the assignments from his university methods course
required him to engage students in collective sensemaking. This led
Joseph and Brad to plan for and facilitate a whole-class discussion,
which was not typical in Brad’s lessons. Brad usually had his students
work in small groups and engage in small-group discussions; however,
“there was never any class discussion,” according to Joseph’s reports.
Joseph’s assignments also required him to contextualize lessons with
real-world phenomena, and this made Joseph and Brad come up with
and use new ideas. For example, when the class talked about chemical
potential energy, Joseph asked students to think about and explain how
their cell phones’ batteries work.
The edTPA created similar opportunities for Joseph to take significant
roles in planning and teaching and apply edTPA-aligned principles to his
instruction. Planning for the edTPA was the only opportunity that Joseph
had to take the lead in planning whole lessons (compared to activitylevel planning) throughout his placement. Prior to this, most of Joseph’s
planning focused on tweaking Brad’s lesson plans, but during the edTPA,
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he made substantial changes to his mentor’s plans and made several
lessons from scratch. Joseph reported that his edTPA lessons were
significantly different from Brad’s in several ways. For example, Joseph
incorporated more real-world phenomena into his lessons:
We had learned a lot in our methods class about how
important it was to make the stuff we teach relevant to
students. . . . But that was something that my mentor did not
always do, or he didn’t find it super important. And so, it was
nice to see some rewards for that when I did it for my edTPA,
because I think it did help with engagement.
During the edTPA, Joseph could incorporate more of what he had learned
in the university courses into his lessons and see students’ responses. In
addition to incorporating phenomena relevant to students’ lives, Joseph
reported that he used what he learned from his course on supporting
English language learners to facilitate students’ collective sensemaking
of science ideas and promote students’ use of scientific language in his
lessons. Examples of strategies he tried were “pulling words apart” (“like
the morphology of the words”) and explaining meanings for each part of
the words that students might not know.
Although university assignments enabled Joseph to circumvent his
mentor’s resistance to change in order to enact what he had learned,
he faced challenges because his students were not used to these “new
ways” of teaching. For example, when Joseph attempted to facilitate a
whole-class discussion, the experience was new to students, and many
were hesitant to share their ideas and opinions. Because Joseph did
not have many more chances to take the lead in planning and teaching
after this experience, he could not try out different strategies or seek
ways to improve.
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Summary and Challenges: Required Opportunities in a
Low Congruence Placement
At first it seemed there was no room for university practices in Joseph’s
placement; however, the structural factors—assignments from the TEP
and the edTPA—opened up unique opportunities for Joseph to take more
significant roles in planning and teaching and try out new strategies.
Unfortunately, these opportunities did not extend beyond the required
assignments. Consequently, Joseph only periodically had chances
to plan and teach, and he encountered some significant challenges
because the experiences were “so new” to students. Next, we explore
the case of another PST, Yichen, who had very similar TEP assignments
and requirements, but paired them with her own agency to disrupt the
status quo in her classroom and create additional learning opportunities.

Yichen’s Story: Using Structural Factors
to Create and Enhance Opportunities
Before entering her teacher preparation program, Yichen taught eighthgrade physics in China for one year. During this study, Yichen was a
teacher candidate in a physics classroom at a large public high-need
school. Yichen was placed with Rob, a first-time mentor with 10 years of
teaching experience. Rob described his mentoring philosophy as very
hands off, “basically monitor, monitor, then walk away.”
Based on Yichen’s descriptions, Rob’s classroom was identified as a low
congruence classroom, scoring a 7 on the rubric. Each unit of instruction
concluded with a project that focused primarily on engineering design
and problem-solving (e.g., building a trebuchet), but otherwise the units
followed the textbook, and most lessons were not explicitly connected to
the project. Lessons were “about lecture and students self-learning” with
the teacher explaining terms and students doing practice problems and
worksheets. Students teamed up to complete unit projects, do whiteboard
problems, and share their thinking with a partner, but not for the purpose
of collaborative sensemaking or engaging with scientific practices. Rob’s
way of doing things varied greatly from Yichen’s university training.
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Initiating Opportunities to Learn From the Sideline
Yichen’s participation in the classroom was affected not only by the
differences she saw between the two worlds but also by how her mentor
involved her in the classroom. One month into the placement, Yichen’s
mentor had still not introduced her to the students, which was “really
bothering” her as a new and unrecognized member of the classroom.
When Yichen and her TEP coach brought this up to Rob, he suggested that
she instead walk around and identify herself to the student groups. Rob
failed to use his authority in the classroom to ease Yichen’s transition,
indirectly communicating to Yichen her responsibility to take charge of
her opportunities to learn. Yichen shared, “He should introduce me to
the students, but it seems he maybe has his way of doing things.”
Although Yichen wanted the mentor to explain her role to students, her
effort to know and be known by students was one of many instances in
which she used her professional agency to create opportunities to learn
about teaching. Yichen memorized the seating chart and recorded what
students hoped to do in the future when they shared it with the class.
When Rob never explained her role to the class, she visited each group
to introduce herself and get to know students. This act of professional
agency prepared Yichen and the students for what she hoped would grow
into a more involved classroom role.
For two months, Yichen’s opportunities to participate in lesson planning
or teaching were very limited. She could not observe any planning
because as her mentor explained, “I don’t plan. I already have my plan.
I basically use what I have used last year.” For this reason, Yichen was
limited to reviewing Rob’s PowerPoints and observing his teaching.
This form of “co-planning” does not give PSTs insight into the mentor’s
decision-making process that preceded the slides, and so Yichen used
her mentor’s prep period to ask questions about his planning and
teaching choices. She describes, “What I do during the debrief is just
ask questions, why did my mentor teacher do that at that moment, and
also, what he’s going to do with the situation that I observed.” Over time
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Yichen’s self-advocacy and requests for information led to Rob voluntarily
sharing his thinking as he made changes to lessons:
And like right now, for example, this week, whenever he
changes his plan, he comes to me, “Hey I changed this plan
because I noticed that they’re doing this, a little bit left
behind, so I want to get them all together.” So, he started
without me asking.
Although Yichen did not yet have input in the planning process, her
questioning allowed her to access Rob’s professional vision, and provided
new opportunities to learn.
Similarly, Yichen’s role in teaching was limited to observation, but she
used her professional agency to make the most of any opportunity to
learn. During class, Yichen took strategic observations, looked for ways
to participate, and shared her observations with the mentor. Yichen
also intentionally noticed how students’ thinking shifted over time and
the role of the teacher’s questioning in that progression. This format
of observation was recommended by resources Yichen received from
the university but implemented in her own way to make the most of her
limited role in teaching.
Yichen also expanded her classroom role during lessons by circulating
in the classroom whenever students worked in groups. In one lesson
students moved between stations, and she decided to position herself
where students were struggling to progress. At this post she provided
guiding questions to help them make sense of the work. Recounting this
experience, Yichen described takeaways that she would continue to use
in her teaching:
They were really frustrated when they don’t know why they’re
doing this. “What’s the point?” I overheard someone saying. . . .
I really realized that the student has to know why they’re doing
that. The objective goal has to be really clear for that lesson.
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This type of interaction with students went beyond learning about
students to include learning how to support student learning as a teacher.
Even though she was not fully positioned as a teacher, Yichen acted with
agency to become more involved in the classroom, support students’
engagement with science, and create opportunities for her own learning
about planning and teaching.

Increasing Her Role Through University Recommendations
and Requirements
As the placement progressed, Yichen used assignments and resources
from the research project to prompt an increasing role in the classroom.
For one of her earliest assignments, Yichen was asked to have students
complete an exit slip. She explained the assignment to her mentor, but
she encountered some challenges during implementation. To her dismay,
on the day of the activity, her mentor proctored the exit ticket himself,
sidelining Yichen. This left her frustrated:
I was like, “Oh, no. What should I do? OK, I have nothing to do.”
This is not how I should lead an activity because he’s basically
leading the whole thing . . . all I can do is collect the exit slips. So,
I struggle from that night, and then the other day, I was like, “OK,
I have to do this. I have to have this one‑on‑one conversation.”
After this disappointment, Yichen brought up her concerns with Rob so
that it wouldn’t happen again. During the conversation, Yichen explained
why she needed the chance to try things herself:
I understand that I’m a novice teacher, and he’s a really
experienced teacher, and there’s a moment that he can help to
jump in, and teachers interrupt, and I totally understand, but I
really need that struggle moment. . . . And we talked it through,
and he’s understanding.
Through this conversation with her mentor, Yichen advocated for her
own learning and well-being. Although the assignment did not have
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the intended outcome, it led to a conversation that supported future
opportunities to try things out her own way.
Following this incident, Yichen used assignments and project resources
to advocate for opportunities to try out her own style of teaching. Yichen
shared, “I never mention it’s from the newsletter. I just tell him, ‘Oh, this is
what we’re going to do next. This is what my program expects me to do.’”
Having the supplemental resources as an outside authority supported
Yichen to ask for additional opportunities to learn, including co-planning
and taking the lead teaching some of the lessons. Although her mentor’s
typical planning did not always align with the type of teaching she was
learning about in her methods course, co-planning led to conversations
about scaffolding lessons, making explicit connections for students, and
anticipating students’ prior knowledge. Additionally, opportunities to take
the lead in teaching led to new types of learning that are not possible
while only observing another teacher:
There’s a lot of things I learned, and things that I’m still learning
about pacing, timing myself, and also how to respond to students’
reaction to the question, and also how to deal with something that
is not within your expectation. . . . And you get to know students
better and know how they will react to a particular activity.
Instead of waiting for an invitation to participate, Yichen used her own
professional agency in combination with university structures to move
off the sidelines and onto the playing field.

Shifting Classroom Norms by Extending Assignments and edTPA
During the first semester, Yichen had two major assignments that required
her to plan and teach lessons using the framework and strategies from
her university methods course. The assignments were “a good reason
to start to teach in the class” and created a justification for altering the
status quo in the lower congruence classroom. She reported, “I will talk
to my mentor teacher, ‘This is my assignment. This is my requirement. I
have to do it. I have to use what I learn in our program.’”
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To perform well on her assignments, Yichen had to make some changes to
her role and the type of teaching that occurred, and she did not shy away
from dramatically shifting the classroom practices when she had the
opportunity. She introduced new talk norms and scaffolds for classroom
discourse and incorporated modeling into the classroom for the first
time. She provided sentence stems for scientific talk, framed divergent
ideas as normal, and encouraged students to “agree and disagree and
make comments on each other.” Additionally, for one of the assignments
Yichen extended the length of teaching and planning beyond the 3-day
requirement. Here she made her first moves to shift the classroom culture
to help students engage in sensemaking, use evidence, and share their
thinking even if it was different from that of their peers.
The second semester of the placement brought new requirements to
fulfill—those from the edTPA. During the unit immediately before the
edTPA, Yichen was primarily only able to tweak her mentor’s plans by
adding pictures and videos to his slides. She taught the lessons, but
only after seeing her mentor teach the lesson first period. Based on her
observations she would make some adjustments to instruction, but she
was largely held to his plans. Due to its high-stakes nature, the edTPA
dramatically shifted Yichen’s role in planning and teaching. Yichen and
Rob agreed that she should plan and teach the entire unit, rather than
just the three to five lessons required. This larger segment of time allowed
her to experiment with unit planning and gave her more flexibility in the
segment she would use for edTPA.
Because the mentor’s typical lessons from the textbook would not meet
the standards of edTPA, Yichen made all her materials from scratch and
used this new and broader role to experiment in ways that were different
from her mentor’s typical practice. She incorporated a local anchoring
phenomenon, modeling, and new forms of classroom discourse. Likewise,
assessments were totally new for students: “This was the first time they
had to write a theory in their own way. And they actually got to explain
why the evidence supports their claim, so it’s a new thing for them.” In
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this expanded role, Yichen created plans that applied strategies she was
learning in her university courses to elevate students’ funds of knowledge
as a resource and position students as sensemakers.
These were not small changes from her mentor’s routine, so Yichen not
only had to prepare new plans but also had to 1) convince her mentor that
the changes were worthwhile and 2) prepare students for the different
norms they would encounter. Yichen’s ambitious plans brought up
some concerns for Rob, who was unsure that students would be able to
succeed with this different type of science work. She described, “So, my
mentor teacher actually worried about, it’s too new to them, and whether
they can take it or not. But I still want to give it a shot and say, ‘We’ll see
how students do.’”
Despite her mentor’s hesitation, Yichen stuck with her plans and, as in
the fall, prepared students for the new types of work. Yichen expressed,
“It took some time to prepare them to get ready for my new style of
teaching that they are totally new with.” She incorporated extra supports
like sentence-starters, dedicated an entire lesson to resetting classroom
talk norms, and included additional framing to help students adjust:
“Sometimes I need to stop and explain why we’re doing something,
because they probably don’t understand and are not used to why they’re
doing this . . . they’re so used to writing down what the teacher wants
them to write.” The edTPA prompted a sustained opportunity to try
out teaching practices that were aligned with what she was learning at
the university. Without the extended time, Yichen would not have been
able to practice planning an entire unit, framing talk norms, seeing and
responding to students’ thinking, and supporting students in enacting
the practices of scientific modeling and argumentation.
After the completion of edTPA, Rob was convinced that Yichen’s methods
of planning and teaching were working for the students, and he allowed
her to continue taking the lead: “After the edTPA, he felt like, ‘Yes, the
students actually can know what they need to do, and they can do it.
So, you can just do your planning.’” Yichen used this time to continue
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experimenting with the ambitious methods she was learning at the
university, but with “more flexibility to adjust my lessons.” Without
the constraints of edTPA, Yichen described an increased ability to
focus on responding to students’ ideas as she continued to incorporate
student modeling, consensus-building conversations, and scientific talk
in argumentation. Rob was so pleased with Yichen’s teaching that he
asked for her unit materials at the end of the placement so that he could
try some of it himself the next year.

Summary and Challenges: Expanding Opportunities in a
Low Congruence Placement
Despite being in a low congruence placement, Yichen was able to
practice the work of getting to know students, planning, teaching, and
assessing. Yichen’s acts of agency and her strategic use of resources
and requirements from the university opened up increasingly significant
opportunities to practice effective and equitable teaching. At the beginning
of her placement, she focused on getting to know students in whatever
ways she could and advocated for additional insight into Rob’s planning.
Later she used assignments and edTPA to create space for her own
teaching. Finally, her mentor became open to her experimentation and
let her take on ongoing teaching responsibility outside the requirements.
The misalignment between her university coursework and her mentor’s
practices did not prevent meaningful learning, but it did mean that she
encountered additional challenges. First, planning lessons that were
different from classroom norms meant working solo:
I have to start everything from scratch, so I struggle. I struggled
a lot. Sometimes, I would have to plan my lesson until midnight
or 1:00 or 2:00. . . . Sometimes, I’m not really confident that I did
it right, but I just do it the way that I learned.
Planning without the mentor’s help meant time demands, risk, and
uncertainty for Yichen. This was compounded by the limited feedback
she received on her teaching. Because her instruction was so different,
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Rob’s advice was limited or nonexistent. Instead, Yichen had to interpret
feedback from students and independently reflect to figure out how to
adjust her teaching. Unlike her peers in high congruence placements,
Yichen did not have access to expertise and professional vision that
aligned with the type of teacher she hoped to become.
Not only was Yichen working solo, but she had to frequently convince
her mentor and her students that what she was trying was worthwhile.
She reflected, “It would be helpful if my mentor teacher actually knew
something about AST—Ambitious Science Teaching. Then we won’t
have as much confusion about it like, ‘Why are we doing this?’ and that
would be good.” Although the university requirements gave Yichen
grounds for why she was doing something and her mentor did not
prevent her from trying things out, there was an additional challenge to
get students acclimated to the work and an added pressure to show the
value to the teacher.
Without a doubt, Yichen’s experience was shaped by being in a low
congruence classroom. However, it is also clear that her agency and
TEP structures opened up meaningful opportunities for expanding both
her role in the classroom and the types of practices that occurred. Next,
we move on to the story of Emily, whose mentor was open to her trying
out things in the classroom and willing to learn about practices aligned
with Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). The mentor teacher’s
openness, in harmony with Emily’s agency and structural supports,
created rich opportunities for Emily to practice and grow.
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Emily’s Story: A Mentor’s Openness
Opening Up Opportunities
Emily was placed in an 11th- and 12th-grade physics classroom with a
mentor who had 36 years of teaching experience. Emily described her
mentor, Jenny, as being very busy with many roles, including being a
department chair, helping with professional development at school, and
teaching robotics.
Based on Emily’s descriptions, the mentor’s classroom was identified as
a low congruence classroom, but Emily described the mentor as “trying
really hard to implement more NGSS practices.” Emily said, “She said it’s
hard for her just because she’s been teaching for so long, and she’s kind
of stuck in her habits.” For example, the mentor tried to incorporate realworld phenomena into her instruction, but the phenomena were mostly
used as hooks for engaging students, rather than being used as anchors
for connecting ideas across lessons. Students worked in small groups to
solve problems on worksheets almost every day, but there were always
correct results, which were reviewed to make sure each student had the
right answer. Students sometimes engaged in labs with predetermined
procedures, but they did not have substantial chances to make sense
of their observations. Assessments were mostly composed of multiplechoice questions, asking students to choose “the right answer.”

Making Contributions by Invitation and by Enacting Agency
From early on, Jenny regarded Emily as a thought partner and invited
her contribution to planning and reflection. For example, she sometimes
asked Emily for feedback on her own teaching:
Sometimes, she’ll be like, “How do you think that went? I
don’t think it went that well. Why do you think that is?” . . .
And together, we brainstormed a way to adjust that, hopefully
making it better for the students’ learning.
The mentor often shared the reasoning behind her pedagogical choices
with Emily. For example, during instruction, the mentor sometimes called
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Emily over to the side and explained her decisions. For example, “Take
a look at the worksheet. This is what I put together. This is why I framed
these questions this way.” Other times, Emily prompted Jenny to clarify
or justify her thinking. For example, Emily said, “I’m like, ‘How did you go
about choosing to do that?’ . . . So, it’s kind of just getting at the root of
why she’s making certain decisions.” Both Jenny’s openness and Emily’s
agency worked together to create opportunities to learn about planning.
Jenny often shared her desire to learn about NGSS and improve her
instruction toward that end. One focus was developing real-world
phenomena that connect science ideas across lessons and she often
asked for Emily’s input. For example, they modified a unit to investigate
satellites launched to improve Wi-Fi connectivity. Additionally, Jenny
openly expressed interest in redesigning several of her units:
She said that she’s ready to scrap almost her entire curriculum
for the second semester and start from scratch because she
feels like, “I’ve been teaching for 36 years and I’m getting tired
of doing the same thing every year. And I want to do more NGSS,
so while I have someone else, this is the best time to try it.”
Through these invitations to be a thought partner, Emily gained insight
into her mentor’s vision of teaching and was given opportunities to
influence the type of teaching that occurred, though it was largely guided
by the mentor’s interests and requests.
Even though Jenny was open to Emily’s input on planning, she was hesitant
to ask her mentor for a larger role in planning and teaching. One way that
Emily tried to influence lessons was by modifying assessments. Emily
advocated for significant changes and redesigned several classroom
assessments to give students the opportunity to show what they know.
In her first interview, she described changing questions from multiplechoice to written explanations so she could “hear [their] thinking behind
it.” This opportunity was sought out by Emily and considered a victory,
where Emily engaged with her mentor’s interest in shifting her practice.
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Working Together to Plan and Implement NGSS-Based Instruction
It was university assignments that created opportunities for Emily to
take the lead in planning and teaching, instead of only working within the
mentor’s comfort zone. Jenny’s desire to improve her instruction toward
NGSS encouraged Emily to continue to try out and work on practices
aligned with expectations from the university and the edTPA that were
oftentimes different from her mentor’s normal ways of teaching. As Emily
and her mentor tried out more of these practices, the classroom culture
shifted toward encouraging students to share their ideas and engage in
processes of sensemaking:
After we had done a couple units that were very much student-inquiry
focused, and we followed the 5E storyline of NGSS . . . students were
having more fun with it. And even if we didn’t reach the same depth that
we normally did, at least they were kind of constructing it themselves,
and they were having a better time doing it and growing confidence
in the classroom.
Positive student responses expanded the mentor’s openness to trying
out more NGSS-aligned practices. Emily said, “I think she’s a bigger
fan of NGSS since she’s been able to see it more practically in her
classroom . . . and more willing to implement it next year when I’m gone.”
As classroom practices shifted, Emily and her mentor co-constructed
opportunities for both themselves and students to grow.
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Summary and Challenges: Co-creating Opportunities in a
Low Congruence Placement
Early in the placement, Emily’s mentor invited her to be a thought
partner in the work of planning. Emily also sought out additional ways
to shift her mentor’s assessment practices. Through assignments, new
opportunities opened up for Emily to more fully try out practices from the
university that she and her mentor continued to explore and experiment
with during the placement.
Incongruencies between the placement and the university still presented
challenges that Emily had to navigate. Even though Jenny invited Emily’s
input and was open to her suggestions, she was still hesitant to permit
radical changes. Emily reflected on this challenge, saying, “For me, it’s
kind of trying to inch my way in until she’s more comfortable.” In the
beginning she had to pick and choose what opportunities to pursue, and
when: “Now that I see how well it’s going with my mentor, it would have
been awesome to be doing it earlier. But it’s almost like one thing at a
time, right?” Because of the incongruent classroom norms, Emily had
a constant challenge to balance what was required from the university
and her mentor’s view:
That methods class, I feel like we focus a lot on “never ask
questions that have a correct answer.” And then, balancing
that with my mentor’s view of like, “You don’t want them
walking away with any misconceptions.” . . . So, I think it’s
been interesting for me to negotiate those two vastly different
perspectives on what students are supposed to be doing in the
classroom and finding a happy medium.
Emily’s mentor was open to changing her practice, but this did not
eliminate the differences between her way of doing things and the
practices of the university.
Like Joseph and Yichen, Emily was able to find meaningful opportunities,
even in a field placement that illustrated the two-worlds pitfall. The
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mentor teacher’s openness, coupled with agency and structural support,
allowed her to find ways to bridge the gap between university and
placement practices. We wrap up these three stories with Emily’s advice
for other preservice teachers: “It would be, don’t be afraid to speak your
mind. Let them know your ideas, advocate for yourself if you want to try
something new in the classroom.”

Limitations
This study relied solely on PSTs’ descriptions of their own experiences and
field placements. This might limit how full or accurate our pictures of their
clinical experience were. For instance, some parts of their experiences
might not have come up in interviews and logs, or PSTs may have overor understated their own agency during the placement. However, this
method highlights the PSTs’ perspectives and what was important
to them—perspectives that are not always prioritized in the power
imbalance they encounter with their mentor teacher and the university.
Deeper understandings of their experiences could be gained by additional
data sources such as classroom observations or mentor interviews.

Implications
Because the field placement is an integral part of teacher preparation,
it is critical to understand how TEPs, teacher candidates, and mentor
teachers can open up opportunities to learn, especially in low congruence
placements. Although this chapter focused on low congruence
placements, the lessons learned can support PSTs’ preparation across
a range of clinical placement experiences. Based on the experiences of
the three teacher candidates above and the others we interviewed, we
have developed the following recommendations:
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Teacher education programs and teacher educators:
• Seek out mentor teachers who support the university’s vision of
science teaching and are open to and encourage PST experimentation.
• Provide assignments that create opportunities for PSTs to try out
reform-based practices in their placement.
• Share clear expectations of novices’ roles in the classroom and the
type of teaching they should be doing.
• Communicate to mentor teachers the high-stakes nature of
credentialing requirements to protect space for the candidate to
take the lead.
• Encourage teacher candidates’ agency in the placement, providing
examples of ways they can navigate the power imbalance in the dyad.

Preservice teachers:
• Early in the placement, initiate explicit conversations with your mentor
about your goals, feedback preferences, communication methods,
and style for planning.
• Capitalize on university assignments to expand your role in the
classroom, extend the duration of your responsibilities, and try new
practices that are beneficial for students but not common in your
placement.
• Regularly ask mentor teachers to share their thinking, let them know
what you would like feedback on, and request opportunities to modify
materials or try new things.
• Seek out opportunities to engage with students and other faculty
and staff.

Mentor teachers:
• Be aware of the power dynamic in your relationship and open up
conversations for the teacher candidate to make requests, try new
things, and experiment.
• Publicly position the PST as a teaching partner in your classroom.
• Ask the teacher candidate what they are learning about in their
coursework, what new practices they would like to try out, and what
they would like feedback on.
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• When they try new things with students, allow the novice to have extra
time and multiple attempts.
• Visit our website (mentorteachers.org) to learn more about mentoring
practices.

Conclusion
Ideally, all PSTs would be placed in high congruence classrooms where
the practices align with the vision of the university. However, the training
PSTs receive is constantly advancing (Davis et al., 2019; Stroupe et al.,
2020), and so many PSTs spend their field experience in a classroom that
is not completely aligned with their future-facing university coursework.
Many PSTs spend their field experiences in a classroom where students’
participation in sensemaking and disciplinary practices are limited,
lessons are not connected or contextualized, and assessments fail to
reflect students’ diverse ideas.
Fortunately, PSTs can still find opportunities to learn in low congruence
classrooms. Assignments, credentialing requirements, and other
resources provided by the university can create protected space for
PSTs to have specified roles in the classroom and use practices from
the university. While facing a two-worlds divide, PSTs can also create
opportunities to learn when they exercise their agency to make requests
of the mentor, try out different ways to teach science, and shift norms in
the classroom. Finally, even if a mentor’s practice does not align with the
university’s vision, their openness to the novice’s experimentation and
willingness to learn things themselves can support critical opportunities
for the candidate. These factors—TEP structures, PST agency, and
mentor openness—can shape PSTs’ experiences in the field placement
and open up longer, deeper, and more meaningful opportunities to learn
about effective and equitable teaching.
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Appendix
TABLE A

Different Forms of Agency
Form of Agency

Description

Self-advocacy

• Requests of PST to design something, enact something,
participate in new way, take up new role.
• Requests for feedback or for a particular kind of opportunity to
learn something new.
• Sitting someone down for a conversation, including actions that
support the well-being of the novice.
• Advocating on behalf of students or fellow teacher candidates.

Elaborating
on, extending,
or adding to a
normative practice
or classroom norm

• Making adaptations to or trying out new strategies for a purpose
related to student learning, equity, participation, well-being,
developing classroom community, etc.
• Modifications to any aspect of the work of planning or teaching to
solve a problem or experiment with how students respond.
• Trying out assessments unlike what is typically done in the
classroom.

Engaging with
others

• Students: Interacting with students in a new way or to get to know
them as individuals or as learners (in or outside the classroom, at
extracurricular events, etc.)
• Faculty, staff, or admin (other than the mentor): Observing and/
or debriefing with other teachers, consulting with staff, asking for
input or info from administrators, other adults in school.
• Parents: Engaging via email, phone, parent nights, other meetings.
• Fellow PSTs: Communicating for information, advice, comparisons
of ideas, emotional support, etc.
• Community: Visiting local shops, eating in the area, talking with
community members with the purpose of learning.

Studying situation
for a purpose

• Observing or recording students, analyzing student work,
observing an educator with a purpose without being asked to do
so, other similar situations.
• Documenting and analyzing elements of one’s own practice.

Making
suggestions and/or
providing or asking
for justifications or
clarifications

• Asking CTs or others in authority why things are done a particular
way or are a part of normal practice (or not a part of practice).
• Offering the CT a suggestion (no matter if it is taken up or not) to
make substantive instructional changes.
• Offering a rationale for a stance or practice that may not be
common or normative in that classroom.
continues next page
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Description

Resisting norms
or authority

• Making choices of lesson design or other practice contrary to the
perceived culture, practice, or expectations.
• Stopping something the PST feels is unhelpful for student learning,
participation, or well-being.

Nonexamples

• Lacks intention to learn something relevant to their role as an
educator, or to effect change they expressed as meaningful to
them or to students.
• Responding to what someone else asked them to try out in the
classroom.
• Taking up practices or other aspects of the work of teaching that
emulated their classroom’s norms or prevailing practices.
• Only described the actions they felt they should take, but not
following through.
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TABLE B

Congruence Rubric
Criterion

A
Contextualization
and
connectedness
of lessons

B
Students’
equitable
opportunities to
make sense of
science ideas

1

3

5

• Lessons or units
not grounded in
real-world contexts
(not connected to
phenomena).
• Lessons represent
isolated bodies
of knowledge,
information, skills
(do not build upon
one another).

• Inclusion of
interests or
experiences as
hooks for lessons.
• Use of overarching
phenomena for
some units or small
segments of units.
• Knowledge built
across some
lessons, but little
effort across unit to
construct big ideas.

• Content is made
relevant to student
experiences or
interests.
• Lessons anchored
in the press to
explain complex
phenomena.
• Learning and
activity reflect “big
ideas” in science,
are connected and
cumulative across
unit.

• Activities focused
on lower cognitivedemand objectives:
memorization,
procedures,
vocabulary, and
answering closed
questions.
• Little or no
opportunity for
students to reflect
on what was
learned.
• Strict pacing of
lessons, regardless
of students’ state
of interest, need, or
confusion.

• Occasional
challenging
activities in which
students actively
participate in
achieving goals,
solving problems,
or representing
ideas. (Indicators:
sharing ideas,
small-group activity
to solve problems
or represent ideas.)
• Some classroom
talk devoted to
students’ ideas
or experiences
relative to the
science.
• Students take
part in occasional
reflection on what
was learned.
• Occasional
modification of
curriculum to
address students’
interests or needs.

• Regular challenging
activities in which
students actively
participate in
achieving goals,
solving problems,
or representing
ideas.
• Small- or wholegroup discourse
built into lessons,
aimed at unpacking
students’ ideas
or experiences
generated by
activity.
• Sensemaking
support available:
differentiation
or scaffolding
to support
all students’
participation.
• Curriculum
modified to
address students’
challenges in
understanding
or opportunities
to build on their
interests.
continues next page
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Criterion

C
Students’
engagement in
disciplinary work

D
Classroom
assessment
practices

196

1

3

5

• Students’ work
unrelated to
disciplinary activity
(e.g., copy and
paste models or lab
procedures; rigid
color-coding).

• Occasional activity
that includes
scientific practices,
but used in
isolation.
• Teacher provides
some structured
opportunities for
students to make
choices during
disciplinary work
(e.g., choosing how
data is presented,
changing a variable,
or identifying
trends from
larger data sets;
conversations
about error).

• Students
coordinate the
use of multiple
scientific practices
(including
modeling,
argumentation,
or explanation)
to construct
knowledge.
• Students decide
the specifics in
how to take up
this work (e.g.,
answering their
own questions).

• No formative
assessment, and
quizzes and tests
are only used
for evaluative
purposes.
• Assessments focus
on reproduction
of textbook
information,
vocabulary,
procedures, etc.

• Formative
assessment
used (exit slips,
diagnostic
conversations,
rough draft
explanations), but
limited feedback
given to students
or feedback not
used to modify
instruction.
• Summative
assessments
occasionally focus
on challenging
intellectual work or
performances.

• Formative
assessment
used regularly,
feedback helps
students reflect on
responses; used to
modify instruction.
• Summative
assessments focus
on challenging
intellectual work or
performances.
• Students offered
support and
options to show
what they know.
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Sample Survey Questions:
Your opportunities to learn—about students and
their communities
1.

What opportunities did you have to learn about my students and/or their
community, and how often? (click on all that apply: e.g., interacting with
my students to know more about their interests, backgrounds they have
from outside the classroom, attending an after-school event, analyzing my
students’ work, etc.)

2.

Please describe an example of an insight you gained about your students
or community during this logging period that might become important in
the work of teaching, and how you gained it.

Your opportunities to learn—about planning for instruction
3.

Observing other professionals: How often have you had the chance to . . .
(e.g., observe how individual lessons are modified to take advantage of
students’ experiences or interests, etc.)

4.

For the opportunities below (e.g., Observing, Tweaking, Substantive
co-planning, Taking the lead, Other, etc.)
a. Which opportunities did you have for planning lessons? Units?
b. Which describes most of your opportunities for planning lessons?
Units?

5.

How often did your mentor provide you with feedback on planning lessons?
Units?
a. Please describe a type of feedback on planning lessons OR units that
was especially useful for you, and why.

Your opportunities to learn—about teaching
6.

I’ve observed teaching by educators other than my mentor in my school
placement . . . (select frequency and describe the occasions)

7.

For the opportunities below (e.g., Observing, Chipping/Checking in,
Observing and repeating, Substantive co-teaching, Taking the lead,
other, etc.)
a. Which did you have for teaching?
b. Which characterizes most of your opportunities for teaching?
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8.

During this logging period, I’ve had a chance to try out these parts of
teaching: (click on all that apply: e.g., giving instructions for an activity,
asking students to fill out exit tickets, engaging students in whole class
sensemaking talk, etc.)

9.

How often did you and your mentor debrief your attempts at instruction?
a. Please describe a type of feedback on teaching that was especially
useful for you, and why.

Your opportunities to learn—about assessment
10. I developed assessment items or assessments that measure students’ . . .
(select frequency: e.g., conceptual understanding of science ideas, ability to
engage in a science practice or skill in service of solving a larger problem, etc.)

11. I’ve had a chance to look at students’ work, written responses, or tests/
quizzes to . . . (select frequency: e.g., give grades, modify instruction, etc.)
12. What other opportunities have you had with assessment during this logging
period (if applicable)?

Your opportunities to learn—use of project resources
13. For the resources listed below from the newsletter or project website,
please select whether you looked at and/or used the resource and in
what way(s) during this logging period. (Select how it was used and its
helpfulness.)
14. For interactions between you and your mentor around project resources . . .
a. Who initiated, what did you do together, and how often did they occur?

Your opportunities to learn—general
15. I was able to implement ideas from my university courses . . . (click on all
that apply: e.g., in the design of a lesson, when teaching, etc.)
16. On a scale of 1–7, how capable do you feel currently in the following areas?
(e.g., planning lessons, teaching, getting to know students as learners, etc.)
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Sample Interview Questions:
1.

Field context: brief description of typical lesson in placement classroom,
including opportunities for students to participate in disciplinary practices,
engage in sensemaking talk, etc.

2.

Opportunities to learn about students, their parents, and the students’
community.

3.

Planning for instruction: examples of experiences with lesson planning
selected on log (e.g., tweaking, substantive co-planning); involvement in
unit planning; opportunities to receive feedback on planning.

4.

Teaching: examples of experiences selected on log (e.g., observing and
repeating, taking the lead); opportunities to debrief with mentor.

5.

Assessment: examples of experiences selected on log (e.g., developing items
to measure conceptual understanding, looking at student work to identify
trends); what students are asked to do/share via assessments.

6.

Brief description of changes in how you are using the newsletter, website, or
specific resources at this point in your placement; how you and your mentor
use these together.

7.

Why you selected the resources you did as most valuable; what resources
would be helpful.

8.

Is there something else that stood out as a learning opportunity in your
placement since the beginning of the school year? Something we’ve not
asked about?
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